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Headphones, Edifier P210 
Edifier P210 are versatile headphones that will transport you to a world of sound. Equipped with 9-millimeter drivers with a neodymium
magnet and 6 μm diaphragm, they deliver fantastic sound with deep, juicy bass. They are distinguished by their thoughtful design and
high comfort, as well as their sleek, minimalist design.
 
Fantastic sound
The headphones offer a full-range frequency response (20Hz-20KHz), guaranteeing sound full of musical details. The 9mm magnet and
diaphragm drivers are responsible for fantastic audio quality. All this means you'll enjoy clear treble sound and deep, luscious bass.
 
Comfortable use
The P210 is not only about fantastic sound, but also about high comfort. The flexible 1.3-meter cable doesn't get tangled and gives you
full freedom. You'll also find a set of 3 silicone tips, so you can customize the headphones to your needs. The tips further dampen outside
sound, allowing you to fully focus on the songs you are listening to.
 
Wide compatibility
With an impedance of 24Ω and a 3.5mm jack connector, the headphones will work well with a wide range of mobile devices, providing
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clear  sound  without  distortion.  The  sleek  design  of  the  headphones  is  sure  to  appeal  to  many  users.  Choose  your  favorite  color  and
immerse yourself in the world of your favorite music.
 
Included
Headphones
Silicone caps 3 sets
	Manufacturer
	Edifier
	Model
	P210
	Frequency response: 
	20Hz~20KHz
	Impedance: 
	24 Ohms
	Rated input power: 
	1mW
	Sound Pressure Level (SPL): 
	105dB
	Connector: 
	3.5mm stereo
	Cable length: 
	1.3m

Preço:

€ 5.01
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